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Background
Phrasal prosody finetunes the timing and amplitude of articulations in individual segments
• Boundaries: initial strengthening, pre-boundary lengthening [1,2]
• Prominence: manifestations of “prominence strengthening” - syntagmatic and paradigmatic contrast enhancement [3-5]
• Sonority expansion [6]: expansion of oral cavity in phrasally prominent vowels; jaw lowering, lingual backing
Less studied is how these patterns impact perception and processing – i.e. the extent to which listeners take prosodically driven
variation into account – esp. for cues that are used contrastively e.g. VOT, vowel duration
• Recent interest in integration of prosody in perception: “prosodic analysis” [7,8] – focused on prosodic boundaries
• The acoustic structure of vowels varies based on phrasal prominence (next slide) [9,10], what are the perceptual
consequences?
• The present study tests how perception of spectral cues (F1 and F2) varies based on prominence
• Glottalization in American English has been argued to have a prominence marking function [e.g. 5,11]; a
localized/segmental cue to prominence?

Goals of the present study
(1) Test if prominence-driven patterns in formant structure (= consequences of sonority expansion), are exploited perceptually
(2) Test two types of contextual prominence: (a) prominence at the level of the phrase (b) word-initial glottalization
• Previous perception studies manipulate phasal prosody – the relevance of localized/segmental prominence cues (e.g.
glottalization) remains untested
1These

slides are intended to function like a decomposed poster – see stimuli examples and model summaries in the appendix
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The test case: Prominence effects on vowels
Sonority expansion entails changes in formant structure [1] (for nonhigh vowels)2
• Raised F1 and lowered F2, correlating with jaw lowering and lingual backing
• Dual-patterning of F1/F2, (1) as a function of prominence (higher F1/ lower F2 when prominent) and (2) segmental category
Will listeners accordingly adjust perception of vowel contrasts based on prominence?

Methods
Forced choice task, 10 step joint F1/F2 continuum ranging from /ɛ/ to /æ/ (see right);
categorized as “ebb” or “ab” by listeners.
• Higher F1/ lower F2 when /æ/)
• Two experiments (n = 30 in each); prominent and non-prominent conditions below
Exp 1: Phrasal prominence
I’ll say [target] now
Target has nuclear
pitch accent (NPA)
H*
H*
L-L%
I’ll SAY [target] now
L+H*
L-L%

Exp 2: V-initial glottalization
ðəʔɛb

Target is post-focus
ðəɛb
= non-prominent [12,13]

Target preceded by
[ðə] with continuous
formant transitions,
or an intervening [ʔ]

Prediction: If prominence mediates perception of the vowel contrast, higher F1/lower F2
should be categorized as /ɛ/ when marked as prominent:
• i.e. attribution of formant changes to prominence instead of a segmental contrast:
increased /ɛ/ percepts in prominent contexts – Open questions: will phrasal
prominence versus glottalization pattern differently? Is a glottal stop enough?
2In
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F1 and F2 showing the 10-step
continuum interpolating from /ɛ/ to /æ/
(from Exp 1). Frequency in Hz on the
y axis – time on the x axis.

high vowels, sonority expansion can be suppressed as it conflicts with attainment of a high vowel target– findings shows various patterns [3,14]
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Results3
In both experiments a prominent context shows a credible effect: increased ‘ebb’ responses
Experiment 1
Phrasal prominence

Experiment 2
Glottal stop

Categorization functions in both experiments, showing the proportion of ‘ebb’ responses on
the y axis and continuum step on the x axis. Shading around lines shows 95% CI
2Results

are assessed by mixed effect Bayesian logistic regression [15] – see appendix slides for model summaries.
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Conclusions
Take home message: Listeners’ perception of vowels is mediated by prominence – compensatory adjustments for
sonority expansion driven formant modulations
• Some new evidence for the involvement of prominence in segmental processing – a departure from previous studies
that focus on prosodic boundaries
• Both prominence at the phrasal level and a glottal stop generated similar adjustments in categorization – n.b. in natural
speech phrasal prominence and glottalization often co-occur [5,11] dissociating them in this study helped test an
independent contribution, though future work might test additive effects

Further directions
(1) Do high vowels show analogous effects? Sonority expanding gestures are suppressed for high vowels and some studies
document the opposite: high vowels are hyperarticulated when prominent [3,15]
• Perceptual consequences of contrast-specific prominence enhancement strategies is a next step in understanding
these effects (this is work in progress)
(2) Processing implications: how do these effects play out online? Is prosody integrated with formant cues immediately, or does
it show a delayed influence as suggested by recent findings for prosodic boundaries? [8,16]
• Possible reasons to expect prominence processing to be different?
• Perceived prominence can also be intrinsic [17] – conveyed by pitch/duration for a segment, i.e. properties that
might not necessitate referencing contextual phrasal prosodic structure
• Though n.b. the manipulation in Experiment 1 was purely contextual (identical target across conditions)
• Prominence marking in e.g. vowel-initial glottalization can be localized – quicker processing for local cues?
• To test: do the effects in Experiment 1 and 2 play out similarly online? (this is work in progress)
(3) Prominence effects relation to vowel-intrinsic pitch and duration [18] – when do pitch and duration cue prominence as
compared to cuing a contrast directly? Use of prominence cues in this regard has been shown to be flexible [19]
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Appendix: stimuli examples

NPA

Post-Focus

Above Waveforms and pitch tracks for the two conditions in
Experiment 1 with ToBI labels.
At right Waveforms and spectrograms for the two conditions used in
Experiment 2. Frequency range is 0-4 kHz, ticks on x axis are 100
ms intervals
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Appendix: model summaries
Exp 1

β

Error

L95%CI

U95%CI

Intercept

0.05

0.17

-0.29

0.39

prominence

0.83

0.28

0.27

1.39

continuum

-2.57

0.28

-3.15

-2.03

prom:cont

-0.24

0.13

-0.50

0.01

β

Error

L95%CI

U95%CI

Intercept

1.18

0.16

0.87

1.50

prominence

1.75

0.23

1.31

2.22

continuum

-3.35

0.17

-3.71

-3.02

prom:cont

-0.79

0.20

-1.20

-0.41

Exp 2

Above Model summaries for Bayesian mixed effects regression models in both
experiments. Random effects in both are by-participant random intercepts and random
slopes for all fixed effects. Credible effects (whereby the lower and upper CI in the two
rightmost columns exclude zero) are bolded.
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